ALWAYS A

BEAUTIFUL
WATERLINE

SUPERIOR QUALITY
EASY TO CLEAN
ANTI STAIN
BEST SCRATCH RESISTANCE
ULTIMATE CHLORINE RESISTANCE

www.ELBEpools.com

ULTIMATE BORDER™

is the ultimate solution for your waterline.

FOREVER.

ULTIMATE BORDER™ is the perfect solution for an unsightly waterline,
one of the biggest maintenance problems in your pool.

SAVE MONEY

Although chemical levels in your pool can be easily controlled with
the proper equipment, you can’t control the quality of sunscreens and
cosmetics of your guests. You also can’t control contamination from
the air, all of which result in dirt on the surface of the water and stains
along the waterline. Under the action of the sun, these stains are extremely difficult to remove.

You don’t need costly manpower working hours
every day, and using expensive and aggressive
chemicals to maintain a beautiful waterline.
Make it easy!

WORLD’S BEST
WATERLINE PROTECTION

EASY TO CLEAN

ULTIMATE BORDER™ has a patented shield on
its surface to protect against all kinds of
aggression on the waterline: sun creams,
cosmetics, chemicals, dirt.

ULTIMATE BORDER™ prevents surface penetration
from chemicals and organic and non organic
elements. This makes cleaning extremely easy,
removing immediately all kind of stains.

RENOVATION
AND NEW PROJECTS

PRIVATE AND
COMMERCIAL POOLS

ULTIMATE BORDER™ is welded on the top of a
reinforced membrane installed in the pool. It can
be used for renovation projects if the old reinforced
membrane is suitable or for new pool construction.

The waterline is the first thing your guests see
when they are looking at your swimming pool.
With ULTIMATE BORDER™ your waterline
is always beautiful.

unprotected

ULTIMATE BORDER™ protected

Available in a wide assortment of colors and designs.
For further information about ULTIMATE BORDER™ scan the QR-code.

ULTIMATE Sand

ULTIMATE Light Blue

ULTIMATE Light Grey

ULTIMATE White

ULTIMATE
Blue Mosaic

ULTIMATE
Terracotta Mosaic

ULTIMATE Blue Surf

ULTIMATE Blue Surf
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ultimate protection layer

ULTIMATE BORDER™ has the highest surface protection of
any product in the market. It has an unequaled surface
resistance to stains, abrasions and scratches. This is the
only choice when it comes to a pools ultimate border.

high performance
pool membrane

Less work. More fun!
ULTIMATE BORDER™ membranes are engineered and manufactured
in a state-of-the-art facility in Coswig (Dresden), Germany. »Made in
Germany« by ELBTAL PLASTICS means superior-quality.
* See our warranty and water treatment guides.

Elbtal Plastics GmbH & Co. KG
Grenzstr. 9
01640 Coswig |Germany

+49 3523 5330-0
+49 3523 5330-222
info@elbtal-plastics.de
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